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i know how to let you leave
   AM        C
--------------------|
----1-----------1---|
---2-2---------0-0-0|
--2--------0H-2---2-|
-0-----0H3P0-3------|
--------------------|
how am i supposed to let you go
    F     C     G
---------------------|
----1-----1------3---|
---2-2---0--------0-0|
--3-----2------0---2-|
-------3------2------|
-------------3-------|

the rest is basic Blue October plucking

Verse: AM C F C G
Pre Chorus: Em F EM F D AM F C G
Chorus: AM F C G

Verse
AM H 2nd ftre on A string C
i know how to let you leave
F            C               G
how am i supposed to let you go
AM H2nd Fret on a string  C
now you stand in front of me 
F             C                 G walk 2nd on E to 
and all the rain is turning into snow

Pre Chorus
EM                                       F
can you tell me that your real so i can really know



      EM                     F
that everything i feel i can finally show
 D                         AM
standing next to me oh the person i can be
    F                  C                 G
is finally here and he wont back down at all

Chorus
      AM        
but i cant stop thinking
         F
how you just keep making
         C                   G
sense of All that was broken before
      AM
and i wont keep faking
          F
cause im done with taking
            C                     G
cause with you im not broken anymore

Verse
I have seen the empty deep
I damned up the waterflow
your my touch-tone my complete
your the ship that kept me afloat

Pre Chorus
can you tell me that your real so i can really know
that everything i feel i can finally show
standing next to me oh the person i can be
is finally here and he wont back down at all

Chorus
but i cant stop thinking
how you just keep making
sense of everything that was broken before

and i wont keep faking
cause im done with taking
cause with you im not broken anymore

verse plucking

Chorus
but i cant stop thinking
how you just keep making
sense of everything that was broken before

and i wont keep faking
cause im done with taking
cause with you im not broken anymore


